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FYS 4110 Non-relativistic Quantum Mechanics, Fall Semester 2007

Problem set 5

5.1 Schmidt decomposition
A composite system consists of two two-level systems, A and B. The Hilbert
space of the composite system is spanned by the four tensor product vectors

|ij〉 = |i〉A ⊗ |j〉B , i = 1, 2 , j = 1, 2 (1)

A general pure state can be expanded in this basis as

|ψ〉 =
2∑

i=1

2∑
j=1

cij|ij〉 (2)

with cij as the four expansion coefficients.
Assume we make independent transformations on the basis states of the two

subsystems so that the new basis vectors are

|i〉′A =
∑
j

Uji |j〉A , |i〉′B =
∑
j

Vji |j〉B (3)

with Uij and Vij as matrix elements of two unitary matrices. We denote by dij the
expansion coefficients of |ψ〉 in the new composite basis |ij〉′ = |i〉′A ⊗ |j〉′B.

a) Show that, if we consider cij and dij as matrix elements of two 2x2 matrices
C and D, then they are related by

D = U †CV ∗ (4)

with U∗ as the complex conjugate of the matrix U . By choosing the transfor-
mations U and V in a particular form, the matrix D can be brought to diagonal
form, dij = di δij . In the transformed basis the vector |ψ〉 has only two expansion
coeffisients,

|ψ〉 =
2∑

i=1

di|i〉′A ⊗ |i〉′B (5)

and we refer to this as the Schmidt decomposition of the state vector.
b) Show that the matrix D satisfies the two equations

DD† = U †CC†U , D†D = V TC†CV ∗ (6)
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with UT = (U∗)† as the transposed matrix, and explain why we can always find
unitary transformations U and V that satisfy these equations.

c) Use the information above to find the Schmidt decomposed form of the
following vectors

1. |a〉 =
1√
2
(|11〉 − |22〉)

2. |b〉 =
1

2
(|11〉 − |12〉 − |21〉+ |22〉)

3. |c〉 =
1√
10

(2|11〉+ |12〉 − |21〉 − 2|22〉) (7)
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